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Abstract. Statistical Shape Modeling (SSM) is a valuable tool for in-
vestigating and quantifying anatomical variations within populations of
anatomies. However, traditional correspondence-based SSM generation
methods require a time-consuming re-optimization process each time a
new subject is added to the cohort, making the inference process pro-
hibitive for clinical research. Additionally, they require complete geo-
metric proxies (e.g., high-resolution binary volumes or surface meshes)
as input shapes to construct the SSM. Unordered 3D point cloud rep-
resentations of shapes are more easily acquired from various medical
imaging practices (e.g., thresholded images and surface scanning). Point
cloud deep networks have recently achieved remarkable success in learn-
ing permutation-invariant features for different point cloud tasks (e.g.,
completion, semantic segmentation, classification). However, their appli-
cation to learning SSM from point clouds is to-date unexplored. In this
work, we demonstrate that existing point cloud encoder-decoder-based
completion networks can provide an untapped potential for SSM, captur-
ing population-level statistical representations of shapes while reducing
the inference burden and relaxing the input requirement. We discuss the
limitations of these techniques to the SSM application and suggest future
improvements. Our work paves the way for further exploration of point
cloud deep learning for SSM, a promising avenue for advancing shape
analysis literature and broadening SSM to diverse use cases.

Keywords: Statistical Shape Modeling · Point Cloud Deep Networks ·
Morphometrics.

1 Introduction

Statistical Shape Modeling (SSM) enables population-based morphological anal-
ysis, which can reveal patterns and correlations between shape variations and
clinical outcomes. SSM can help researchers understand the differences between
healthy and pathological anatomy, assess the effectiveness of treatments, and
identify biomarkers for diseases (e.g., [4,7,15,9,8]). The traditional pipeline for
constructing SSM entails the segmentation of 3D images to acquire either binary
volumes or meshes and then aligning these shapes. SSM can then be constructed
explicitly via finding surface-to-surface correspondences across the cohort or im-
plicitly via deforming a predefined atlas to each shape sample. Correspondence-
based shape models are widely used due to their intuitive interpretation [20];
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they comprise of sets of landmarks or correspondence points that are defined
consistently using invariant points across populations that vary in their form.
Historically, correspondence points were established manually to capture biolog-
ically significant features. This cumbersome, subjective process has since been
replaced via automated optimization, which defines dense sets of correspondence
points, aka a Point Distribution Model (PDM).

PDM optimization schemes have been defined using metrics such as en-
tropy and minimum description length [11,12] and via parametric representa-
tions [16,22]. However, a significant drawback of these methods is that PDM
optimization must be performed on the entire shape cohort of interest, which
is time-consuming and hinders inference. To evaluate a new patient scan using
PDM, the new scan must undergo segmentation and alignment, and the PDMs
must be optimized again for the entire population of shapes. Moreover, current
approaches require a complete, high-resolution mesh or binary volume represen-
tation of the shape that is free from noise and artifacts. Therefore, lightweight
shape acquisition methods, such as thresholding clinical images, anatomical sur-
face scanning, and shape acquired from stacked or orthogonal 2D slices, cannot
be directly used for SSM [24,25]. Deep learning solutions have been proposed to
mitigate these limitations by predicting PDMs directly from unsegmented 3D
images using convolutional neural networks [6,1,2]. However, these frameworks
require PDM supervision and, hence, need the traditional optimization-based
workflow to acquire training data.

Effective SSM from point clouds would be widely applicable in clinical re-
search, from artery disease progression from point clouds acquired via biplane
angiographic and intravascular ultrasound image data fusion [24], to orthopedics
implant design from point clouds acquired via 3D body scanning [25]. Apply-
ing existing methods for SSM generation from point clouds requires converting
them to meshes or rasterizing them into segmentations, which is nontrivial given
that point clouds are unordered and do not retain surface normals. SSM directly
from point clouds would enable many clinical studies. Recently point cloud deep
learning has gained attention, with significant efforts focused on effective point
completion networks (PCNs) for generating complete point clouds from partial
observations. Most point-completion methods use order-invariant feature encod-
ing and two-stage coarse-to-fine decoding. An important outcome of such net-
works, which has been overlooked and not reported, is that the learned coarse
point clouds are ordered and provide correspondence. In this work, we acknowl-
edge this missed potential and explore the use of PCNs to predict PDM from 3D
point clouds in an unsupervised manner. We investigate state-of-the-art PCNs
as potential solutions for generating PDMs that (1) accurately represent shapes
via uniformly distributed points constrained to the surface and (2) provide good
correspondences that capture population-level statistics. We discuss the benefits
of this approach, its robustness to missingness and training size, current limi-
tations, and possible improvements. This discussion will bring awareness to the
community about the potential for learning SSM from point clouds and ulti-
mately make SSM a more accessible, viable option in future clinical research.
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2 Background

Point Distribution Models The goal of SSM is to capture the inherent char-
acteristics or underlying parameters of a shape class that remain when global
geometrical information is removed. Given a PDM, correspondence points can be
averaged across subjects to provide a mean shape, and principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) can be performed to compute the modes of shape variation, which
can then be visualized and used in downstream medical tasks. Furthermore, if a
PDM contains sub-populations, such as disease versus control, the differences in
mean shapes can be quantified and visualized, providing group characterization.

Point Cloud Deep Learning Deep learning from 3D point clouds is an emerg-
ing area of research with numerous applications in computer vision, robotics, and
medicine (e.g., classification, object tracking, segmentation, registration, pose
estimation) [3]. PointNet [19] pioneered a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and
max-pooling-based approach for permutation invariant feature learning from raw
point clouds. FoldingNet [29] proposed a point cloud auto-encoder with a folding-
based decoder that utilizes 2D grid deformation for reconstruction. Several con-
volutional approaches have been proposed, including mapping point clouds to
voxel grids to directly apply 3D CNNs [14] and graph-based methods [27].

The initial point cloud completion network, PCN [31], utilized PointNet
[19] and FoldingNet [29] with a coarse-to-fine decoder. Since then, numerous
point cloud completion approaches have been proposed, including point MLP
and folding-based extensions, 3D convolution approaches, graph-based methods,
generative modeling approaches (including generative adversarial network GAN-
based and variational autoencoder VAE-based), and transformer-based methods.
See [13] for a recent survey. Many approaches follow the general framework of
first encoding the point cloud into a permutation-invariant feature representa-
tion, then decoding the encoded shape feature to acquire a coarse or sparse point
cloud, and finally, refining the coarse point cloud to acquire the dense complete
prediction. The general architecture of these methods is shown in Figure 1.

3 Methods

3.1 Point Completion Networks for SSM

Our experiments demonstrate that when coarse-to-fine point completion net-
works are trained on anatomical shapes, the bottleneck captures a population-
specific shape prior. Directly decoding the shape feature representation results in
a consistent ordering of the intermediate coarse point cloud across samples, pro-
viding a PDM. This phenomenon can be intuitively understood as an application
of Occam’s razor, where the model prefers to learn the simplest solution, result-
ing in consistent output ordering. Many point completion networks contain skip
connections from the feature and/or input space to the refinement network. In
the case where the unordered input point cloud is fed to the refinement network,
the ordering of the output dense point cloud is understandably lost.
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Fig. 1: General coarse-to-fine architecture of the considered PCNs.

To study whether point completion networks can learn anatomical SSM, we
first extract point clouds from mesh vertices, then train point completion models,
and finally evaluate the effectiveness of the predicted coarse point clouds as
PDMs. Note this approach is not restricted to input point clouds obtained from
meshes; point clouds from any acquisition process can be used. Global geometric
information is factored out by aligning all shapes via iterative closest points
[5] to a reference shape. We utilized the open-source toolkit ShapeWorks [10]
for this step. In our experiments, the aligned, unordered mesh vertices serve
as ground truth complete point clouds. The ground truth points are randomly
downsampled to 2048 points and permuted to provide input point clouds. As is
standard, the point clouds are uniformly scaled to be between -1 and 1 to assist
network training. We consider a state-of-the-art model from the major point
completion approach categories:

– PCN[31]: Point Completion Network (MLP-based)
– ECG[17]: Edge-aware Point Cloud Completion with Graph Convolution

(convolution-based)
– VRCnet[18]: Variational Relational Point Completion Network (generative-

modeling based)
– SFN[28]: SnowflakeNet (transformer-based)
– PointAttN[26]: Point Attention Network (attention-based)

Point completion network loss is based on the L1 Chamfer Distance (CD)
[13], which defines the minimum distance between two sets of points. The loss
is typically defined as a combination of coarse and dense loss with weighting
parameter α, which we consistently set across models. All model’s hyperparam-
eters are set to the original implementation values, and training is run until
convergence (as assessed by training CD).

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

In addition to CD, Fscore [23] is typically used in point completion to quantify
the percentage of points that are reconstructed correctly. In analyzing accurate
surface sampling for SSM, we quantify the point-to-face distance (P2F) from
each point in the predicted point cloud to the closest surface of the ground truth
mesh. To analyze point uniformity, we quantify the variance in the distance of
each point to its six nearest neighbors. A uniform PDM would result in a small
variance in the point nearest neighbor distance.

In addition, we consider PDM correspondence analysis metrics. An ideal
PDM is compact, meaning that it represents the distribution of the training data
using the minimum number of parameters. We quantify compactness as the
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number of PCA modes required to capture 99% of the variation in the correspon-
dences. Moreover, a good PDM should generalize well from training examples
to unseen examples. The generalization metric is defined as the reconstruction
error (L2) between a predicted set of correspondences of a held-out point cloud
and the correspondences reconstructed via the training PDM. Finally, effective
SSM is specific, generating only valid instances of the shape class presented in
the training set. The average distance between correspondences sampled from
the training PDM and the closest existing training correspondences provides the
specificity metric.

4 Experiments

We use five datasets in experiments – one synthetic ellipsoid dataset for a proof-
of-concept and four real anatomical shapes: proximal femurs, left atrium of the
heart, spleen, and pancreas. These datasets vary greatly in size (see Table 1,
Column 1) and shape variation. Details and visualization of these cohorts are
provided in the supplementary materials. In all experiments, the input point
cloud size is 2048, the coarse output size is 512, and the dense output size is
2048. The real datasets were split (90%/10%) into training and testing sets.
Stratified sampling via clustering was used to define the test set to ensure it is
representative, given the low sample size.

Table 1: Results: Evaluation metrics across all models and datasets. All metrics
are quantified on coarse predictions, with the exception of the gray column, which
reports the dense prediction CD. The CD values are scaled by 1000 for reporting
and Fscore is calculated at 1% threshold. Best test values are shown in bold.

Point Accuracy Metrics (train/test) SSM Evaluation MetricsData Model Dense CD ↓ CD ↓ Fscore ↑ P2F (mm) ↓ Uniformity ↓ Comp.↓ Gen. ↓ Spec.↓
PCN[31] 0.908/0.917 1.80/1.80 0.561/0.582 0.0142/0.0168 0.325/0.354 2 0.140 0.348
ECG[17] 0.929/0.923 1.80/1.78 0.554/0.579 0.0171/0.0196 0.308/0.335 2 0.136 0.348

VRCnet[18] 0.923/0.919 1.78/1.77 0.563/0.582 0.0384/0.0367 0.295/0.327 2 0.143 0.348
SFN[28] 0.842/0.838 1.92/1.91 0.559/0.566 0.0960/0.0949 0.237/0.256 2 0.103 0.332

Ellipsoids

Train: 50
Test: 30 PointAttN[26] 0.912/0.911 1.78/1.77 0.554/0.571 0.0255/0.0315 0.217/0.243 2 0.137 0.356

PCN[31] 1.27/1.80 2.30/2.91 0.501/0.386 0.235/0.712 1.77/1.63 18 0.28 1.30
ECG[17] 1.59/2.29 2.37/3.02 0.485/0.377 0.297/0.750 1.71/1.63 15 0.255 1.23

VRCnet[18] 1.78/2.33 2.88/3.27 0.399/0.362 0.676/0.876 1.62/1.60 5 0.259 0.786
SFN[28] 1.04/1.29 2.36/3.13 0.464/0.365 0.341/0.774 1.01/0.967 17 0.297 1.37

Femur

Train: 51
Test: 5 PointAttN[26] 1.27/1.50 3.25/3.94 0.352/0.295 0.759/1.03 2.32/2.29 9 0.199 0.905

PCN[31] 0.405/0.773 0.707/1.09 0.941/0.865 0.245/1.02 1.87/2.01 82 0.932 5.85
ECG[17] 0.571/0.868 0.814/1.16 0.919/0.848 0.440/1.07 1.85/2.04 57 0.929 5.22

VRCnet[18] 0.070/0.085 0.886/1.62 0.904/0.768 0.632/1.53 1.87/2.19 81 1.04 6.09
SFN[28] 0.310/0.311 0.822/0.948 0.927/0.902 0.511/0.831 1.30/1.46 49 0.783 5.07

Left Atrium

Train: 987
Test: 109 PointAttN[26] 0.332/0.360 0.875/1.20 0.909/0.840 0.523/1.08 1.65/1.79 82 0.807 5.46

PCN[31] 3.59/7.88 4.51/9.77 0.326/0.155 1.67/3.73 15.3/12.0 7 1.47 4
ECG[17] 1.84/6.46 3.0/9.69 0.456/0.174 1.07/3.94 10.2/7.98 14 1.62 5.57

VRCnet[18] 0.408/0.583 5.03/14.3 0.318/0.117 1.81/4.59 16.1/12.5 6 1.73 4.48
SFN[28] 0.986/1.28 4.57/7.23 0.265/0.189 1.64/3.07 17.8/14.7 6 1.08 4.18

Spleen

Train: 36
Test: 4 PointAttN[26] 1.13/3.70 3.49/11.5 0.380/0.158 1.33/4.22 7.67/6.72 15 1.86 6.52

PCN[31] 0.571/1.63 0.869/2.02 0.895/0.710 0.526/1.92 3.44/3.99 66 1.12 5.31
ECG[17] 1.11/2.51 1.10/2.08 0.843/0.700 0.883/1.99 3.53/4.02 48 1.01 4.7

VRCnet[18] 0.100/0.138 2.40/3.79 0.614/0.507 2.13/3.17 4.75/5.25 18 0.904 3.49
SFN[28] 0.329/0.557 0.95/1.85 0.880/0.736 0.764/1.83 3.34/3.61 55 0.955 5.16

Pancreas

Train: 245
Test: 28 PointAttN[26] 0.407/0.837 1.07/2.55 0.849/0.629 0.897/2.31 3.52/3.65 96 1.05 5.55
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Proof-of-Concept: Ellipsoids As a proof-of-concept, we generate 3D axis-
aligned ellipsoid shapes with fixed z-radius and random x and y-radius. A test-
ing set of 30 and a training set of just 50 were randomly defined to emulate the
scarce data scenario. The results in Table 1 show that all of the model variants
performed well with low S2F distance (<0.1mm), and all PDMs correctly cap-
tured just two modes of variation (x and y-radius). Results from the PCN[31]
model are shown in Figure 2.

Ellipsoid Test Examples Modes of Variation

M
o
d
e
 1

M
o
d
e
 2

-1SD +1SDMean Shape
Zoomed in:

Fig. 2: Ellipsoid PDM from PCN[31] Left: Example test predictions are
shown on the ground truth mesh with color-denoting point correspondence.
Points are reasonably uniformly spread with good correspondence, shown via
zoomed-in boxes. Right: The primary and secondary modes (training and testing
combined) are shown with ±1 standard deviation from the mean shape. Color
and vectors denote the difference from the mean. The shape model correctly
characterizes the x and y-radius as the only source of variation.

Femur The femur dataset is comprised of 56 femoral heads segmented from CT
scans, nine of which have the cam-FAI pathology characterized by an abnormal
bone growth lesion that causes hip osteoarthritis [4]. We utilize this pathology
to analyze if PDM from point completion networks can correctly characterize
group differences. Table 1 shows the predicted coarse particles are close to the
surfaces (P2F distance of 0.1mm), and the PCN[31] model performs best in this
regard. The PCN[31] predictions were used to analyze the difference between
the normal and CAM pathology mean shapes. Figure 3 shows the pathology is
correctly characterized, and the Linear Discrimination of Variation (LDA) plot
shows the difference in normal and CAM distributions captured by the PDM.

Region of 

CAM lesion

Difference from normal to CAM 

group mean captured by PDM

0     0.5      1.0     1.5     2.0        2.6

Worst CaseMedian CaseBest Case

P2F Distance (mm)

Example Femur Test Predictions

Normal PDF

CAM PDF

Normal Mappings

CAM Mappings

Fig. 3: Femur PDM from PCN[31] Left: Test examples with P2F distance
displayed as a heatmap. Right: The expected region of CAM lesion correlates
with the difference found from the normal to CAM group means.
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Left Atrium The left atrium dataset comprises of 1096 shapes segmented from
cardiac LGE MRI images from unique atrial fibrillation patients. This cohort
contains significant morphological variation in overall size, the size of the left
atrium appendage, and the number and arrangement of the pulmonary veins.
This variation is reflected in the large compactness values in Table 1. Despite
this variation, the models achieve reasonable CD and P2F scores due to the large
training size. Figure 4 shows the PDM predicted by SFN[28], which performed
best. From the prediction examples, we can see the model represents the train-
ing data very well, even in the worst case, which has an extremely enlarged left
atrium appendage. The size of the appendage is appropriately captured in the
modes of variation and the performance on the test examples is reasonable with
the exception of those that are not well represented by the training data, such
as the test set worst case. This highlights the importance of a large, representa-
tive training set. To further illustrate this importance, we perform an ablation
experiment evaluating the performance of the PCN[31] model with respect to
the left atrium training test size (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4: Top: Left Atrium PDM from SFN[28] Left: Examples from the
train and test sets are shown from top view with P2F distance. Right: The first
5 modes of variation are displayed from top and anterior view. Bottom: Left
Atrium PCN[31] results vs Training Size

Pancreas We utilize the pancreas dataset [21] to analyze the impact of in-
complete input point clouds as the point completion networks were designed to
address. Cases of incomplete observations frequently arise in clinical research.
For example, in the analysis of bones where some are clipped due to scan size or
in cases where 3D shape is interpreted from stacked or orthogonal 2D observa-
tions. Traditional methods of SSM generation are unable to handle such cases,
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but the point cloud learning approach has the potential to. Figure 5 shows how
the test set error increase as the percentage of missing points increases. The
SFN[28] model provides the best results given partial input.
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Fig. 5: Effect of Partial Input on Pancreas Prediction Accuracy

Spleen The spleen dataset [21] is included to provide an example of a small
dataset with a large amount of variation to stress test the point completion
models. Table 1 shows the models perform the worst on this dataset with regards
to CD, Fscore, P2F, and Uniformity. This example illustrates the limitations of
this approach to SSM generation.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Our experiments demonstrate that point cloud networks can learn accurate SSM
of anatomy when provided with a sufficiently large and representative training
dataset. The transformer-based SFN[28] architecture provided the best over-
all results among the models we explored. Interestingly, the simplest model,
PCN[31], achieved similar, and sometimes better, SSM accuracy than more
current state-of-the-art methods, despite its inferior performance in point com-
pletion benchmarks [17,18,28,26]. This may be attributed to point completion
benchmarks involving multiple object class point completion, which is a more
challenging task. Another significant difference between our experiments and
point completion benchmarks is the PCN datasets have tens of thousands of
examples [31,18,30], while we worked with limited training data – the typical
scenario in shape analysis. Our experiments demonstrate that PCNs can effec-
tively predict SSM under limited training data when shape variation is minimal,
as in the case of proximal femurs. However, they struggle when there is significant
shape variation, such as in the spleen cohort.

This work indicates a promising potential for adapting characteristics of point
completion architectures and learning schemes to tailor to the task of predicting
SSMs from point clouds. Potential improvements could be made to the training
objective, such as penalization for non-uniformity and bottleneck regularization
for compact population-statistical learning. Additionally, improvements could be
made to address the scarce training data scenario, such as model-based data aug-
mentation and probabilistic transfer learning. This work establishes the ground-
work for future research into the potential of point cloud deep learning for SSM,
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which offers significant benefits such as reducing the inference burden, increasing
SSM accessibility, and potentially accelerating its adoption as a widespread clin-
ical tool. Moreover, it reduces the input shape restrictions required by current
SSM generation techniques, vastly expanding the potential applications of SSM.
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A Dataset Visualization

Figures 6-10 display example shapes from each of the datasets used in experi-
ments from two viewpoints.
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Fig. 6: Ellipsoid Dataset Eight of the 50 training examples and 4 of the 30
test examples are shown from both the top and anterior view. Ellipsoids have
random x and y-radius and fixed z radius.
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Fig. 7: Femur Dataset Eight of the 51 training examples and 4 of the 5 test ex-
amples are shown from both top and anterior view. The group label is displayed,
denoting which femurs have the CAM pathology. Overall 47 of the femurs were
normal and 9 were CAM, 8 were in the train set, and 1 was in the test.
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Fig. 8: Left Atrium Dataset Eight of the 987 training examples and 4 of the
109 test examples are shown from both top and anterior view.
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Fig. 9: Spleen Dataset [21] Eight of the 36 training examples and all 4 of the
test examples are shown from both top and anterior view.
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Fig. 10: Pancreas Dataset [21] Eight of the 245 training examples and 4 of
the 28 test examples are shown from both top and anterior view.
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